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Abstract. In 1976, Plotkln introduced powerdomains adapting to them, in some sense, Egli- 
Milner’s order. L.ately, Sm$h ( 1978) presented the same results starting from generating trees. 
and adding a new order that he denoted by E (,. He also gave a characterization of the first order 
c,,. without making any further use of it. This characterization turned out to be wrong, and 
sta-ting from 1i1i7 fact (which shall be proved in the sequel) I have developed a new one (which 
is the salne as the one that has been exposed by Plotkin, although it lo , been got from another 
approach), obtaining in sdme cases a canGcn 1 r,:presentative of the equivalence classes induced 
by the preorder c ,,. As it would be expected, this representative is maximal with respect to the 
s-order. Nevertheless, in uther cases such a canonical ‘representative’ would not be finitely 
generable, and some consequences of it will be exposed. 
1. Introduction 
In [4], Smyth studies nondeterminism, defining a new domain-the power- 
domain-from a domain D that he supposes to be algebraic (with a countable 
number of finite elements), and whose elements represent com,gutation states of 
the systems. In fact, powerdomains have been introduced by Plotlain [ 11, but Smyth’s 
definitions are more intuitive in many senses. 
Initially, finitely generable (f.g.) sets are defined: these are generbited by a 
‘generating tree’ (a labelled finitary tree, whose labels are finite elements) and 
generates the set of limits of its branches. When an order is added to the power- 
domain. wt‘ have followed the idea expressins that results of infinite computations 
will only be known by means of their finite approximations. On the other hand, 
these approximations must have such results as their limit. However, this is not the 
full story, because quite ‘reasonable’ hypotheses do not imply that canonical approxi- 
mations (levels of the tree) determine a univocally defined limit. 
Such a remark suggests that we define a preorder, and not an order. So we define 
a preorder on the powerdomain such that a chain of levels of a given generating 
tree has as limits (there are many, but all are equivalent with respect to the preorder) 
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rhe set L (constituted by limits of branches of the tree) and every set L u AI, wilclre 
Thus we define, formally, the powerdomain to be the quotient set of the set of f.g. 
sets, modulo the equivalence relation induced by our preo,i 4er. Obviously, the order 
in the powerdomain is also the quotient one induced by the preorder. 
An interesting problem that is encountered every time one works with quotient 
sets, is that of getting a canonical representative of every class, and also that of 
characterizing equivalence clz.sses in the simplest possible form. Smyth [4] considered 
*hat second problem although he never used his characterization in his subsequent 
work. The present author believes that his characterization i:, not correct and so a 
new one shall be given. Reading [l] after having obtained t+e results, the author 
believes that Plotkin‘s results are similar to his. Nevertheless, Plotkin does not use 
f.g. sets. and the present author agrees with Smyth that Lg. sets make specially plain 
the idea that powerdomains involve. 
2. Definitions 
Definition 2.2. A gencrable set (on IN is t tic set of the limits of the brandit of n 
pierating tree on I_? 
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3. Characterization of yf 
To characterize = xi, Smyth uses function Con : P( D) + P( D 1 which he defines by 
b&Con(A) iff, 3a,, a+A, qcbca,. 
We says that A = J3 iff Csn( A) = Con( B). This is not true. Firstly, *;ve can see 
in [l] that Con(A) = Con( B) characterizes equivalence in Egli-Milner’s order, but 
Plotkin also proves that ==kI is not always the same as equivalence with respect to 
Egli-Milncr’s order. He gives a counterexample: D is (0. l)‘U (finite and infinite 
words of ones and zeros) with lexicographical order, A = {I, 0’7 Ic 1 n E R}, f3 = A u 
:O‘}. We have written a proof in Smyth’s notation, but we think that it is a very 
simple exercise to the reader. 
Now we shall give it c(\uple of definitions that we need for our characterization. 
Definition 3.1. WC will stay that ‘wc can add’ (w.c.a.) x E J!I to il E P( LI) ifF A u 
{s} =,\,A. 
Note. The reaso,] for this definition. as well as for the next one. is that *we cannot 
dihctxn amoa Ir: _x c A or not. when we only know the class I,-\/ ,, ‘. 
Definition 3.2. We define .A’\* = {s E L>I A- M .~.a. A} when A E P( D 1. 
We have the following theorem. 
Proof. (+) It is very easy to prove that s w.c.a. A iff (a) (3a E .4)(nt=-s). and 03) 
(Vfc.r)( _/’ finite)(% c A)(~‘L (I). We assume A =,,J?. In the sequel we sha’l use 
the fact proved by Smyth [-I] that the levels A,f of a generating tree A approach 
A, in the sense that A E u,, A,, (remember that G \, is only a rjreorder; so there i< 
no unicity of IubsL 
Ci) By (;1) NY Anow (3~ A)(cK..Y), but then (3/x 13)(hr;s); ior we consider 
Ic\cih H,, of the g.t. c,f 1’. Since B,, ~-,,IB, H,, c ,,H too, and so (tla’~ A)(3h,, E B,,) 
( II,, L- II’ ); tahing ;I\ i our 11. we ha\xz on the g-t. of H infinitely many nodes labelled 
with cltxnentc CC-- 11. Obviously. such nodes constitute a subtree of the g-t. of B. and. 
by Gnig’s Itx-nmtr, there is an infinite branch in it, whose nodes are labelled with 
cltxncnts CG-I, and then its limit by H is such that t~a+b~~=H3b~ B)(h~-r) 
(this is ccjndition (a)). 
( ii 1 LX t _f 1; A. f finite: hy ( tl I w know (, 3cr E .A ) ’ f 5 a 1. If we consider the branch 
t (I,,) wtwse lub i> 12, since f is finite. there exists ,.n rt F, N, such that f~- Q,,. Taking 
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levelA,,oftheg.t.ofA,asA,~,VAandA==B,A,~MB~(3b~ B)(~,,E b)+fE b 
(this is condition (b)). 
(c=) Let us assume that A* is finitely generable. This shall- be proved in the next 
section. Then the definition of A*:’ shows that A* =,,,A. Analogously, we get 
B* z&V B. But then A =,$,B follows from A* = B*. 0 
Remark. This result, as A c A*; proves that sets of any class are subsets of a 
maximal set (A*), and by definition, it is just the union of all the sets of the class. 
Again, A* is the same set that Plotkin denotes so. But he uses two approaches, 
which, I think, are a little indirect; one is based upon the definition of SFP-objects, 
a>, direct limits of certain domain sequences, and the other upon a new topology 
(Cantor’s topology), that he introduces in SFP-objects. We think that our definition 
is more direct and intuitive. 
The existence of maximal sets enable us to define a membership relation between 
elements of D. and classes of P( II)/ =zz, that we donote by E ‘, and is defined as 
fc~lillows: _Y E ‘iA, if-J XC /I*. 
4,. k’initely generahility of .4* 
As Plotkin [ I ] proved. maximal sets of classes N-C f.g. when the initial domain D 
is an SFP-object. WC shall prove it without using the definition of SFP-objects as 
Lt’irCCt limits of finite domains, but using rlnly generating trees. Further, we shrill 
construct effcctivcly thu corresponding g.t. 
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Proof. Let Y be a node of level rt; it’s very easy to verify that there must exist an 
a E A* (Vi)(Os is n)(e,,Ex=+ej!Za). If such an ‘a’ verifies e,,,, La, then we add 
x U e,,+i at ievel n + 1, otherwise we add X, because e,, l GZ a and SC, the condition 
which allows to add it, 1s verified. Cl 
Proposition 4.2, Any limit of the defined tree is a member of A*. 
Proof. (a) Let ‘y’ be a limit of a branch of the tree. If f c y, finite, 3y, (M,here 
( y,,),, is the sequence of labels of the tree) f c yn. By construction, (3~ E A*)( y,, z a), 
and then (3n’~ A)( y ,, c a’)+(3& A)( f E a’) (condition (b)). 
(b) Let ‘y‘ be as before. We have to prove that (3~ E A)(a c y). We know that 
If the thesis were false, Kiinig’s lemma assures that 3k such that for any c 2 AL, 
cg y. We call the nodes of AL, x,, . . . , x,,,. Since labels are Finite, 3i,, . . . , i,,, E N, 
such that e, = _x, ( j = i’ , . . . , nz). Taking pmax-fi,Ij= 1,. . . , m} we have a contra- 
diction, because it must be an a,, E A* such that y,,~ a, A (Vj = i, . . . , rn)(e$ a,) 
or, equivalently, (30;,~A)(y~~a~~(tlj=l,..., m)(ei,Zaj,)), 5Ut {ei, ] j= 
1 ,...’ rn)=& and then (3j~{l.. . . , m})(ei,Ga’,). Cl 
BropsiGm 4.3. AII~ ‘n’ of A* is limit of yome branch of the comtructed tree. 
Proof. We s!xdl she\+ th,at in each A,, there is a node labelled with u (e,I i s FL e, E a > 
and that such nodes fol*m a branch. If this is the case, the limit of the branch will 
be, obviously, ‘0’. II = 0: trivially, since _LGa. 
For 11 + I (II :c- 0) we suppose that it is true for 11. So we have at levels j = 0, . . . , n 
of i’nc tree. nodes labelled with u{ e,l i 5 j. c, L a}, that compose the beginning of a 
branch. 
If e,,, 1 5 c1 attending our construction we would have added at level IZ + 1, below 
the node labelled with u{e,[i s II, ei c a), another one labelled with u{ e,I i s tz + 
1, c, c a}. bec:tuse the existence of ‘a’ allows such an inclusion. 
Otherwise, existence of ‘a’, too, allows us to insert a node labelled with !A { cl; i s 
II + I, e,& a), (which coincides with U{eili 5 II, e, c, a} because Y,,,. , E a) below the 
corresponding one of the branch we arc constructing. 
This finishes the proof: A* is a finitely generahle set, c *md ~1 we can choose it as 
;i canoriic;A representative of IAl in P( D)/ ‘11. C.1 
Proof. f\ccording to ihe characterization of Plotkin, if fl, j2, are finite elements of 
D, there is ;k finite set H of finite elements of D such that 
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In words: For each couple of finite elements with scirne common bound, 
a finite set of bounds ‘minimal’, in the sense that any common bound is 
t.han some member of the set. 
there is 
greater 
We have to rctl.)uch the previous proof, changing the construction of the trees, 
since now we do not know that x U e,,, I exists. So now, at level n + 1, if there is 
some bound of s and e,,, I, we consider the corresponding set H, and we add, as 
sons of a node labelled with x, nodes labclled with each h E H such that 
It is very easy to check that the rest of the proof is valid in this new cast‘. Cl 
Remark. In fact, we do not need all the conditions that must characterize SFP- 
objects to be able to write this proof. We have not used the 
a finite \ct. for al1 finite set, X, of tinite elements’. 
Domains that verify ail the conditions of SFP-objects. but 
a new category, on whose clcments 4% is always f.g., too. 
The possible interest of this fact, would be the extension of 
5. Characterization of L II using oycration * 
Theorem 5.1 
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(30~ A)(f~a). Then Fs .tIA+A*~,v,A. And then we have proved AzMA*. 
This result complements the characterization of = .tI, since we now know That maximal 
sets constructed from sets of a class, are actually members of the class. 
The second part is more complex: condition (2) is always verified by any sets A 
and B. Let h E B; since ( l,,),, (sequence of levels of g.t. of A) approaches A, it 
approaches B. too. SO (VII E N)(3a,, E A,,)( u,~ c b). This implies tha!t he set of nodes 
of the gt. of A lahelled with an element L b, is an infinite subtree, and Kiinig’s 
lemma ;~ss;;;res xistence of some branch whose nodes are labelled with elements 
below b. and then, for its limit 0 E A, a I= b holds too. 
Condition ( 1) also uses the fact that (A*),, ~,~,f?*. Let a E A*; we consider the 
sequence b,,),, of labels of a branch of g.t. of A*, whose limit is a; it must be 
h,, F- R* 1 N,, u h,,. 
ii the set { b,,)rr t N] is tinite, there is some b E B* such that V17 E N, a,, r=_ 6, and 
SO il C b. 
Ofhcrwisc, WC cor?slder the set of nodes of g.t. of B*, labellcd with some 
s L b,, c B*:. and we co-lstruct a monotonic sequence of members of II in the following 
way: 
(i) The fir?;t element is the label of the root of the g.t. of B*_ 
(ii1 If \.e 1:;~ defined n first elements, the last one being the label of some node 
of the (II - 1 )st level of fhe tree, we + d-p ‘34; the ( II + 1 )st element the label of some 
dcsccnddnt of that at 1evtA II, which have infinitely many descendents labelled with 
mcmbcrs of ( b,,,I 11 C N}. 
obviously. the infinity of this set allows us to etfectuate such a construction. Let 
u i: H* be the limit of the constructed sequence. Firstly. we show that, VIZ E N, CY,~ 
and 0:; have some common bound. This is so bet,ause 3n1 3 II, cy,, G h,,, ( by construc- 
tion of ( a,, ) ). but q, L a,,, E b,,,. If I’ is an SFP-object, we can construct another 
quence ( q1 ),,% .,. kvhich is monotonic, and, with a,, E c,,, CY,~ G c,,. For this we construct 
a tree whose root is I, adding at level II-~ 1 some nodes labelled with each member 
of *minimal set of bounds of { CY,,, a,,}. setting as much arcs as possible between 
them. Labels of any inlinite branch can be taken as ( c,~),,~ fxi. That some infinite 
branch exists is obvious by Kiinig’s lemma. 
Lilt (* be the limit of ( c,~), Obviously. (I L I’. 11 Eve shout that CC B* WC shall have 
I&shcd our proof. 
Trivi~~lly ( 13”‘)* = II”:, and N’C shall use 1:. As CY CL R* and CY r-- C, the first condition 
is \,cbriiicd. OII the other hand. if j’ tinite. 1‘~ C, then _f~ C, for some II (1 &J. But 
(Vr11 - 11 I( tl,, .- !I,,~ ), ;tnd it is very easy to cheek that WC can take q1 in a WY that 
thcr~ ;trc’ infinitcl~ mar~v b,,, with C,~G h,,, 
l__a\tly. * is G-y e&: Let I;‘-:= +V, 
and 50 f T b,,, E B* tts nrtb wanted to show. 
6. Counterexamples of generability of A* 
In this section we will develop some counterexamples, which, we think, strengthen 
Plotkin’s thesis about SFP-objects being just the suitable domains to represent 
nondeterminism. Nevertheless, as we have just seen. it is not necessary to be a.1 
SFP-object in order for any A* to be f.g. Probably, although we have not proved 
it, it is necessary, indeed, in our new category. 
Construction of domnin Il. We take D as complection. by limits of non-decreasing 
sequences, of a poset F which wi!l be just the finite element’s set of D. 
F = (N-(O))” uo*u{m} (mm*). 
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We identify members of D -{ m} with ‘words’ (finite or infinite) of numbers. SO 
we shall construct Q = al u2a3. . . . 
Step 1. Wetakeasa, somea&+{O}such That I?& E. (IVote: Wehaveidentified 
number al with the word with only a ‘letter’ q.) 
Step N + 1. We suppose we have defined al . . . u,~, and we shall define C, r 1. 
From Lemma 6.1 we know that there is some (actually infinitely many) aN+ 1 E N - (0) 
such that al . . . QNQN+I f E. 
We shall show that ‘a’ would not be a limit of any branch of the supposed g.t. 
of A*. 
LCi &=ti,... ffN ; obviously. bN E F A IJ,, b,, =a. 
So if Q were limit of some branch of the tree, if we denote by r,, the labels of 
nodes of such a branch, it must be IJ,,r,, =a. Taking i“:, as b, r a. (31 E N)( b c E r,& 
For such r,l, as belo*w (r,, C_ Fa)( 3p E N)( r, r, E b,,). 
From this and tht,: definition of t=F. we conclude that (39)!1 d 9 6 p)ir,, = h,); but 
then h,, = a, . . . a, is a label of some node of the tree, something that goes against 
the construction of ~1’. 
Remarks. This is the simplest counterexample _the author has been able to find. 
Nevertheless, in it thelc appears a ‘strange’ object, although feasible in a w- 
algebraic CF:Y namely ‘ITI ‘, which is greater, according to zrr, tha.n infinitely many 
other fit litc elements. 
One could wonder whether it is ch;.k nce of such an element on D that allows 
construction of counterexamples. This is not the case, as will be shows below. 
We have pro\ed that we can take away ‘nr’ of F kx of D) and taking as domain 
13 - {IN}, we can also find an A dose A* is not an Kg. set. 
The method to prove it, is very similar to the one be have used before, but more 
complicated. This is since ‘m’ allows us to prove very easily condition (b) f.)f the 
characterization of A* for each XED-F. That is: (V~ED-F~(V~EF)():LX~ 
(3 E A)( y 2 t). (In the first counterexample we can always take ? = HZ.) 
To assure such a ctrndition we change A, taking as it, the set genera:ed by 3 tree 
that we define, level to level. as follows: 
_- We consider an enumera?ion 
/’ ’ 
\ 
(%L Pd of (N -{(I},’ ; 
/ L 
0’ Cl I 
/1 I 1 
Level !V+l: (1”’ 7x,1 p, . . . P,~ 
where y1 _+, E F is such that N\.+ , G, yr\: + ,, and 0”’ ’ gs.yBw ,. 
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Although F n A is more complicated than before, Lemma 6.1 remains true, and 
so we can construct again an element ‘a’, a = n I l 9 - a,, l 0 l such that a, l 9 - n,, t! E 
for any n E N, and then we can arrive at a contradiction because still D - F c A*. 
7. Conclusion 
As has been remarked above, these results were found before reading Plotkin’s 
paper; after doing that the redaction of the paper has been changed. In fact, the 
majority of the results can be found in [l]. The author believes that an advantage 
of his view on the subject is that every proof has been done without topological 
concepts behind the limit concept. There has been worked with SFP-objects. but 
always with their characterization as domains whose order has some special proper- 
ties, and there was no need for the concept of direct limit of domain sequences. 
Without any doubt, the use of many mathematical tools, as in [I], rtllows proofs 
of great formal be:luty, but perhaps at the cost of darkening the intuitive concept 
of powtxdomain. 
Lastly, the counter-examples hown above emphasix Plotkin’s thesis th;tt SFP- 
objects x-c the appropriated dom,Cns for nondeterminism. 
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